The Glass Apple

For orphans Jason, Kylie and Anna, magic
was not a word that featured largely in their
lives. At least, not until their american
grandfather took them in. A comical old
man with a name to match. Ethelbert
Gobswistle. A magical campervan called
Edsel transports them up to Yorkshire,
where, in a bungalow called Cookiecrumb,
they meet Gobswistles friend, a black
plastic Christmas Fairy called Etain.
Rambunctious,
authoritative
and
opinionated, she brooks no nonsense from
either the children or the old man. And
gradually, the small group becomes a
family. But an ancient mythical witch, The
Medb, pursues the old man and his family.
She seeks his source of magic, the
Anguinum, a powerful crystal carved to
resemble a green glass apple shaped bowl.
As they flee from her wrath, they seek the
help of the Gwyllion, ancient fairies, who
tell them they need three magical books in
order to stop the ancient witch. But the
books are hidden in the past...

Buy The Glass Apple by Robert J Franks (ISBN: 9781463510404) from Amazons Book Store. Everyday low prices and
free delivery on eligible orders. Apple employees are reported too distracted by their iPhones and keep walking into
glass doors at the companys new spaceship campus. The centerpiece of Apples new headquarters is a massive,
ring-shaped office overflowing with panes of glass, a testament to the companys According to documents and sources,
Apple has run into a problem at Apple Park: Because so much of the interior is made from glassthe Commentary: The
companys glass-filled Apple Park headquarters may be design-sexy, but there appears to be a practical issue: Staffers are
At least three emergency calls were placed from Apples new headquarters after employees walked into glass walls.
Apple opened its new campus last year -- a stunning, glass wall-filled space meant to encourage collaboration and
cooperation. But Bloomberg Apple Park, the circular spaceship that houses more than 12000 of Apples employees, is an
architectural beauty. The futuristic offices glass Apples new campus is undeniably gorgeous, but some of its workers
are walking into its floor-to-ceiling glass walls. Heres what they told 911. Apples freshly completed spaceship campus
was the final project of are running right into the state-of-the-art glass that shapes the building. The centerpiece of
Apple Inc.s new headquarters is a massive, ring-shaped office overflowing with panes of glass, a testament to the
People in glass offices should probably watch where theyre going. Collisions have been one very clear downside of
Apples $427 million Emergency services called to Norman Foster-designed Apple Park, which Steve Jobs called a shot
at the best office building in the worldThe Glass Apple has 56 ratings and 18 reviews. Rick said: I thoroughly enjoyed
this story of three orphaned children who are taken in by the only relativ - 38 sec - Uploaded by Bloomberg Markets and
FinanceFeb.22 -- Theres been one hiccup since Apple opened its new spaceship-like campus in Just heard that the first
day Apple Park opened, seven people injured themselves by walking straight into the glass doors. And thats just the
Thanks to the glass walls of the Apple Park corporate headquarters in Cupertino, CA, Apple employees glued to their
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smart phones are Three 911 calls were made from Apple Park in Cupertino last January after people injured themselves
by walking into glass walls on the
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